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Womens rider flip flops

Come in spring and summer, those comfortable, airtable, totally casual flip flops can be a godsay gift. Their easy to wear – just slip 'em and go, with jeans or shorts or mini – makes them the go-to warm-weather staples. However, they are not the only option for open shoes. Here are five stylish alternatives to flip flops when you're looking for something more
fashionable, elegant or just a little more interesting. They may not replace your flip flops for everyday wear, but they offer a nice variety that can round out your spring/summer wardrobe. Advertising First, rope-bottomed sandals you will see everywhere, and for good reason ... Content Espadrilles Huaraches T-straps Open-toe Flats Flatforms These sandals
have a rope base that can add a lot of interest in the summer look and are very versatile. You'll find espadrilky in a wide range of styles and textures, from printed canvas to strappy metallic to perfectly neutral leather, which does a great job of donning a maxi dress. They can also add height that fits longer dresses and trousers with wide legs. For while
espadrilky may be flats, they also commonly come in platform and wedge styles that read casual and high-fashion (and tall!) at the same time. Ad Try pairing them with flirty chiffon dresses and a printed head cover for a fresh summery look from head to toe. Another, like on vacation in Mexico ... These shoes originated long ago in Mexico as a flat,
lightweight sandal with a wo000 leather upper and entered the modern shoe scene in a remarkably similar form. It's a rustic look known for comfort, as wo0ed leather wraps back around your heel help stabilize your foot (and keep the back of your lingerie pants from creeping under your feet). This Mexican village-boots can be quite sexy, too, as more
modern takes on the classic huarache put a wo0ed top on the platform, wedge or high heel, making it a versatile and fashionable spring/summer option. Advertising For a relaxed, not-even-trying look, wear them with a light cotton midi and our think peasant top. Next, when it's all about being plain... Huaraches, espadrilky and flip flops can be fun, casual and
cool on summer legs - but elegant? Probably not. For sandals that can fill that bill, check out a pair of T-straps. They can be casual, of course, but this style can also be refined, with one ladylike strap over your fingers and another running all the way up to your foot, the other helping to create the illusion of longer legs. The T-strap top can be satin, leather,
beaded, knitted or con stringed, for starters, and you'll find that frosting pretty much all the shoes silhouette, from stiletto to flat. Ad Try this look with skinny jeans and a hanging jersey top for something casually chic that could work for a casual Friday as easily as a day at the mall. Next, a completely contemporary style, with a twist. For the past few years,
apartments have been all the rage: a carefree feeling paired with Walk around, make them a real favorite. But an alternative to a flip-flop? Yes, if you pull out the yek. The open-footed apartment offers breathability and a summery feel that perfectly pairs with finer skinnies, shorts and skirts while offering a glimpse of your pretty, painted fingers (which could be
blue-green this year, and if so, show them). Advertising Finally, a relatively new look you'll want to try... Comfortable? Check. Stylish? Check. Able to add inches to your height, slim foot look and work with almost any outfit? Check, check, check. They are flat shapes - a cross between platforms and apartments - and they are not for everyone. Young and
fashionable sandals, they have something like the atmosphere of the 70s. Yet they are a remarkable alternative to the flip-flop, not only for the flattering lift, but also because they are probably the only shoe that remains completely running out regardless of the height of the heel. 4-inch heel paired with a 4-inch platform equals flat. And tall. Which can come in
handy if you're tired of spending extra money to shorten your jeans. Advertising Flatform sandals can contain any of the top styles we talked about here, which is a versatile shoe that is really easy to work into your current wardrobe. Try it with a denim mini, sequin top and simple leather headband for a look that is partly boho, part glam and a real head-turner.
The no-a-flip-flop options are many, and it's worth noting your favorite belts (they were called that!) and try something new – if only for casual excitement. There is nothing better than a flip-flop for the quick, easy and casual. And even if you can't leave your flat shapes or T-straps at the door to launch your mailbox, they're a great way to change that. A pair of
interesting sandals can be a piece that updates your look. For more information on spring/summer styles and great shoes, check out the links on the next page. What is the history of the first Nike shoes? Learn more about Nike shoes and their waffle iron origins. For more information, see this article, HowStuffWorks Now. Sandals GuideSummer Style Quiz
Buy it, not it: Summer Style Edition 20 Chic Spring Apartments under $200. FabSugar. March 26, 2012. (April 8, 2012) spring 2012 to-Die-For Shoes. Glamour fashion. September 2011. (April 8, 2012) Http://www.glamour.com/fashion/2011/09/spring-2012s-to-die-for-shoes#slide=1 can't wear flip-flops all the time even in the summer heat. They may be your
go-to shoes during the warmer months, but dressing a couple while mowing a lawn or bike could lead to a trip to the emergency room with nasty stress fractures, broken bones, or even (in the case of lawn mowers) a few missing digits. Besides, they're not exactly formal friends. For these ultra-casual shoes is the right time and place, but what do you think on
their feet when they need a little more class or support? No matter what kind of shoes best suits your lifestyle, you have a lot of options besides flip flops. To help you narrow down your search, we've collected a short list of styles that will surely satisfy an outdoorman, athlete, preppy office worker – and everyone else in between. So without further ado, here
are five alternatives to flip flops for men. Ad Read the next page to learn about a shoe whose origin is older than the Declaration of Independence. The contents of Birkenstock Sandals Athletic Sandals Penny Loathing Slide Sandals Topsies Birkenstock Sandals are often associated with the carefree hippie counterculture movement of the 1960s, but the
company has been around much longer than that – it was founded in Germany in 1774! Birkenstock sandals have cork bottoms and oiled leather straps and are popular partly because they form on the wearer's feet over time. Each shoe has a heel that ensures an even distribution of weight and alignment of the feet, and the fingers are exposed to open air
with sufficient space for free movement and movement. Like flip flops, Birkenstocks are widely regarded as casual footwear - so don't plan on dressing the couple for other business meetings - but they are perfect for lounging and impromptu trips during the spring and summer months. Advertising For on-the-go, active lifestyle, athletic sandals are a safe
alternative to flip flops. Unlike athletic sneakers, the legs are exposed in the open air, making these shoes a popular choice in the warmer months of the year. Many designs feature buckles and straps that prevent them from slipping their feet, making these shoes safe to wear while hiking and cycling. Athletic shoe giants like Nike and Adidas sell sport-ready
sandals with adjustable Velcro straps and padded toe gels that provide more support and comfort. Teva, another popular manufacturer of athletic shoes, sells durable - sometimes waterproof - sandals suitable for outdoor activities such as white water rafting and fishing. Advertising Penny loathings were first made in the 1930s with an elegant, simple design
that many still know and love today. Shortly after the shoe's debut, a strap was added with two open lips - big enough to hold a shiny copper penny - and the penny loathing frenzy really began. Men began subbing penny loaves for summer flip flops in the 1960s, wearing them without socks during the warmer months. A few years later, this trend is still in style,
and while penny loaps are often worn with casual clothes, they are also acceptable office clothes (with socks, of course). Penny loathings are not only a suitable shoe choice for men – women are wearing these sensible shoes for a wide range of occasions as well. Advertising Slide sandals are seamless, comfortable shoes for men, which comes in a wide
range of styles. Materials range from leather to Croslite, a foam resin used by a shoe manufacturer Materials aside, all shoes of this type have a design that allows the feet to slip in and out with ease. Some sliding sandals are elegant-casual and feature ornaments such as buckles and knitted straps. Others are simple and made of durable, waterproof
material, making them ideal shoes for pool and beach trips. Advertising Topsies are near flip flops, but instead of thongs, these shoes feature elastic fabric that straps around the legs and ankles that provide full coverage and support. This casual, fashionable line of shoes originated in California, where residents wear flip flops and sandals all year round.
Topsies are loved for their lightweight, comfortable style and bold design. They are decorated with everything from peace signs to dragons, but even in plain, full colors, these unique shoes make a striking fashion statement in themselves. Advertising What is the history of the first Nike shoes? Learn more about Nike shoes and their waffle iron origins. For
more information, see this article, HowStuffWorks Now. Birkenstock USA. History of Birkenstock. (April 11, 2012) U.S. Sandals, shoes and clogs for women. (April 11, 2012) Racheline. Shoe history: Penny Loaths. Zappos.com 8, 2008, (April 11, 2012) Topsies Online. Our story. (April 11, 2012) National Library of Medicine. Athletic leg. (April 13, 2012) The
Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO). Frequently asked questions about patents. 11 December 2011. (13 April 2012)
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